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Putting the
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words
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Poetic work of mourning

Wolfgang Hermann, born in Bregenz, Austria, in 1962, studied philosophy and German
in Vienna, and wrote his dissertation on
Hölderlin. He has been working as a freelance
journalist since 1987 and has published numerous novels, novellas, plays, and audiobooks for which he won many awards, including the Anton Wildgans Award. After
spending considerable time in Berlin, Paris,
and the Provence as well as working as an editor in Tokyo, he now
lives in Austria.

She was reading Marx in an organic bakery; he was the
chairman of a big bank. The man that Helen is writing
to today died a long time ago. In 1989, Julius was
killed in an assassination. Helen recollects how she met
the banker as a young woman, how light and bright
everything felt, how he pursued his career while she
struggled through her studies. She remembers all the
letters she wrote to him and how their relationship
continuously reinvented itself, how death brutally hit
them, and how Helen consulted journalists, contemporary witnesses, and Stasi documents, trying to understand. Tanja Langer lets her novel about an unconventional love and friendship unfold against the backdrop
of German contemporary history. A gripping search for
the past after a dramatic loss.

Tanja Langer was born in Wiesbaden,
Germany, in 1962, and has been living in
Berlin since 1986. She has directed numerous
plays, is the mother of three daughters, and
has taken up writing. She has published novels and novellas, wrote the libretto for the
opera Kleist, and, most recently, the novella
We Meet Again in Eternity – The Last Night of
Henriette Vogel and Heinrich von Kleist
(2011). She is regarded as a masterful, true-to-life story teller.
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»Wolfgang Hermann is one of the quiet
authors of Austria. Like Michael
Donhauser or Peter Handke, he cultivates
a 'positive' notion of literature.«
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In remembrance of a
murdered friend
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One morning, cold winter light. A man, a single parent,
walks into the room of his 16-year-old son and finds
him lying dead on the bed. From that moment on, he
walks through life utterly bewildered, trying to cope
with helplessness and death. In this novella, Wolfgang
Hermann talks about wistfulness and pain, and about
trying to bring time spent together back from the past
and making it perceptible in the here and now. With
his delicate, poetic narrative style, the author conveys
comfort even amidst horror and makes hope shine
anew.
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»It is almost impossible not to admire the
complexity and bravery of this novel.«

The fascinating
coming-of-age novel
about a young woman
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Daniel Kehlmann on The Morphinist or I Am the
Barbarian in Literaturen

Neue Zürcher Zeitung

»The author masterfully plays with a jigsaw puzzle of different times and manners of speaking.«
Volker Hage on Cap Esterel
in Der Spiegel
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